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Blurringg the Boundaries 
Technologicall possibilities for electronic information services 

Electronicc information services provide organizations access to information gathered in and by 

otherr organizations. Electronic information services can thus, in principle, be used for 

environmentall scanning. As we have seen in the previous chapter, environmental scanning 

includess both browsing/viewing at and searching for information about the external environment. 

Also,, it requires a combination of acquisition of external information and a diffusion of this 

informationn internally. Environmental scanning is embedded within the interaction between the 

organizationn and its external environment and within knowledge management policies. In this 

chapterr we investigate to what extent electronic information services can facilitate the processes of 

environmentall scanning. We will first shortly introduce the various sources that can be used for 

environmentall scanning and then focus on the wide variety of electronic information services that 

havee been developed to accommodate these various forms of environmental scanning. Special 

attentionn is given to the internet as a catalyst in the field of electronic publishing and as a platform in 

whichh many of these various services are incorporated. 

Wee will then discuss various technological developments that can facilitate the use of electronic 

informationn services for environmental scanning. Focus will be on technologies that increase the 

accessibilityy of electronic information services, such as technologies that integrate electronic 

informationn services with internal databases. The boundaries between electronic information 

servicess and other forms of computer-mediated communication are blurring by developments such 

ass the emergence of Intranets and online communities. 

3 . 1 .. Sources of environmental scanning 

Onee of the strategies to deal with the perceived environmental uncertainty is to increase the 

informationn processing capacity of an organization (Galbraith, 1973). Galbraith distinguishes two 

alternativess for increasing the information processing capacity. First, organizations can invest in 

informationn systems that allow the organization to acquire and process more information without 

overloadingg its members. Secondly, organizations can create lateral relationships between 

separatee organizational units that have to deal with each other. Various different sources for 

environmentall scanning and organizational interpretation can be distinguished by their contribution 

inn increasing information capacity (either sources that can be labeled as either information systems 
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orr lateral relationships). Another distinction is based on the specific contribution they provide to 

knowledgee management (sources that either focus on the acquisition of information or the diffusion 

off information). 

Organizationss can choose to invest in information services that provide information about the 

externall environment and invest in information systems that can store and distribute this information 

internally.. Or organizations can choose to create lateral relations between the organization and its 

environmentt to acquire information and create lateral relations within the organization to share and 

interprett the acquired information. Information and communication technologies can play a 

supportivee or decisive role in both strategies. Electronic information services are thus one of the 

availablee options for environmental scanning (see table 3.1). 

Acquisition n 

(outsidee in) 

Diffusion/sharing g 

(insidee in) 

Sourcess of information 

Laterall relations 
(personall sources) 

Customers s 
Competitors s 
Professionall advisors 
Suppliers s 
Governmentt officials 

Supportt staff 
Supervisors s 
Colleagues s 
Subordinates s 

Informationn systems 
(impersonall sources) 

Newspapers s 
Periodicals s 
Governmentt documents 
Radio/television n 
Newsletters s 
Electronicc information 
services s 

Bulletinn boards 
Internall mailing lists 
Privatee networks 
Groupwaree systems 

Tablee 3.1. Sources for environmental scanning 

3.2.. Electronic information services: towards a definition 

Ann information service (electronic or otherwise) can be defined as a comprehensive set of 

meaningfull data as it is presented to the end user (see also Mediaraad, 1994). An information 

servicee encompasses the format in which the information is stored and packaged (e.g. a book or 

database),, the way this package is distributed to recognizable locations (such as a bookstore or an 

internett server) and/or the support of the end user (including training, support by information 

professionals,, and marketing). In other words, the information service includes the entire 

informationn value chain. A service is more than a product. An information product relates to just the 

wayy information is packaged. An information services concerns the entire value chain. 
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Aksoyy (1992) has defined four different stages of the information chain, which are somewhat more 

specifiedd by Locksley (1992) - who distinguishes four stages as well, but labels them a little bit 

differently.. In combining the two, we identify the following stages in the information value chain: 

 Production, creation and/or collection of information: the activity of producing items of 

informationn which is a creative process carried out by authors, computer programmers, 

journalists,, researchers, etc. 

 Packaging/reproduction of information into usable products or services such as an 

electronicc database. The packaging process may include storing the information on 

variouss media or reassembling information with other items of information (old or new). 

 Distribution of information products/services to points of access (such as libraries, 

bookstores,, internet hosts) where a potential user can get the information. 

 Support of use (including marketing): the user is enabled to buy, retrieve or read the 

informationn (see figure 3.1). 

Collection/ / 
Creation n 

Packaging/ / 
reproduction n 

Distribution n Facilitation/ / 
Support t 

Figuree 3.1. The information value chain 

Inn this research project we will focus on those information services for which in the entire production 

processs or information value chain, information and communication technologies (computers and 

telecommunications)) are used. In electronic information services, the information is written in a 

digitall format). The information is then stored in electronic databases (Aumente, 1987; Standera, 

1987).. Consequently, the information is then distributed to recognizable locations where people can 

usee it. This can be either a central computer (server or host) that can be accessed via 

telecommunicationn connections (online information services), or users can buy a storage disks 

(suchh as cd-roms). Finally, users retrieve the information from their own peripheral equipment (such 

ass a personal computer or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)/palmtop. 

Althoughh figure 3.1 presents a linear process in the information value chain, users and suppliers 

havee a lot of flexibility in altering this information chain. From a user perspective, ICT-based value 

chainss allow users to have direct influence on the production of information - as we will discuss later 

inn this chapter. Furthermore, ICT-based value chains often re-start at the end of the chain, because 

itt is relatively easy (compared with the paper-based value chains) for publishers and other users to 

integratee the information in new information chains. Users can download the information into one's 

ownn databases, distribute it to other users, or incorporate it into one's own work documents. 
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Anotherr essential characteristic is that an automated collection of information can more easily result 

inn various (different) value chains or offshoots (one of which can be paper-based), compared to 

olderr formats of collection (see figure 3.2,3.3. and 3.4). 

Supplyy side of 
thee value chain 1)) Users can actively influence 

thee production and retrieval 

off information (reverse 

chains)) in the electronic 

valuee chains 

Collectionn ) ( Selectbn <̂  Retrieval (Processing <̂  Use 

Usagee side of 
thee value chain 

Figuree 3.2. Reversed value chains 

-rx~>r>o< < 

Figuree 3.3. Re-starting the value chain 

Figuree 3.4. Multi-channel publishing 

2)) Users can re-start the 

informationn value chain 

basedd on the output of the 

previouss value chain: it is 

relativelyy unclear who the 

endd users are of electronic 

informationn services 

3)) Based on a media-neutral 

storagee of information, 

publisherss can start various 

parallell information chains 

usingg different formats for 

packagingg and various 

distributionn channels 
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Supplierss have the same flexibility in which the electronic information chain can be organized, 

comparedd to the traditional paper process (Kist, 1996). Traditionally the functions of publisher, 

printerr and distributor were clearly distinctive. With electronic information chains there are several 

optionss (see figure 3.5.): 

 vertical integration: the editorial production process and the distribution process are 

integrated d 

 vertical disintegration: all functions are performed by separate entities; the publisher does 

nott even play a coordinating role 

 disintegration with or without intermediation: the publishers keep its coordinating role but it 

iss (also) using other intermediaries, such as internet providers or host organizations 

 coalition formation or partial penetration: between old and new players who come into 

eachh other's territories, such as a printer who begins to use database or a coalition 

betweenn a publisher and a software house. 

Inn combination with figure 3.2. we would argue that another alternative will arise; users will climb up 

inn the information value chain and start alliances with providers (big professional organizations are 

alreadyy doing so - see chapter 7). 

Existing g 
valuee chain 

Source e 

Publishing g 

Printing g 

1 1 
Distribu--
tion n 

User r 

Vertical l 
integrator r 

Source e 

Editing g 

Publishing g 

Pre--iress s 

Multipli --
cationn & 
Distribu--
tion n 

User r 

Verticall  desintegration sec/ Partial pene 
wit hh or  withoug intermediation tratio n or 

coalition n 

Source e 

T T 

t t 

» » 

i i 

User r 

Source e 

* * 

1 1 T T 

User r 

Source e 

« M i l l 

1 1 

H H 
User r 

Figuree 3.5. Increasing flexibility in organizing the information chain (Kist, 1996) 

Inn sum, ICT-based information value chains allow more two-way-traffic and interactivity than 

traditional,, linear information value chains (as portrayed in figure 3.1). Williams, Rice and Rogers 

(1988,, p. 10) define the concept of interactivity as "the degree to which participants in a 
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communicationn process have control over, and can exchange roles in, their mutual discourse...". 

Interactivityy therefore consists of two dimensions: 

1)) the degree in which participants can have influence on the access and use of 

informationn (that is, can determine the choice of subjects (what to use), the time 

schedulee (when to use it) and the sequence of the discourse, and 

2)) the degree in which participants have influence on the storage of information (that 

is,, individual participants can themselves be both or either the source of 

informationn as well as the receiver). 

Inn 1982, Bordewijk & van Kaam (see: Arnbak, van Cuilenburg & Dommering, 1990) have used 

thesee two dimensions, in a time when interactivity was a less fashionable word, to identify four 

differentt information flows (see table 3.2). 

Influencee on access 

andd use 

Centrall institution 

Individuall participant 

Influencee on information storage 

Centrall institution 

Allocution n 

Consultation n 

Individuall participant 

Registration n 

Conversation n 

Tablee 3.2. Information flows 

Inn electronic information services a central institution (e.g. an electronic publisher) determines the 

contentt of the information base, and individual participants can determine which information to use 

andd when to access and use it. From an organizational perspective, electronic information services 

containn information that they cannot produce, do not want to produce and/or do not have to 

producee (respectively because of, for example, limited resources and skills, a poor balance of costs 

andd benefits, or because somebody else already did). 

Inn our research project, we thus focus on information services that contain information that is 

producedd outside the control of the individual organization in which these services are used. 

Electronicc information services can thus be defined as external consultation databases with limited 

interactivity.. Proprietary databases are not included in our research project, because from an 

organizationall perspective, organizations do have full control on the storage of information in these 

databases. . 

Inn sum, electronic information services as we will study them, can be defined by the following 

commonn characteristics: 
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 Information and communication technologies are used throughout the entire information 

valuee chain; 

 The information services are publicly available - everyone should be able to establish their 

eligibilityy through subscriptions, memberships, or other stated qualifications; 

 The information services have at least limited interactivity: services are included in which 

organizationss and individuals have no control on the content of information but are able to 

determinee when and what to use; 

 The stored information concerns the organization's external environment, as defined in 

chapterr two. These services offer access to information systems of others, or access to 

informationn gathered in (and by) the environment of the organization. 

Diversityy of electronic information services 

Besidess these commonalities, there is much variety in the specific types of services (Ojala & Bates, 

1986).. One of the more fundamental differences in content concerns the distinction between 

referencee and source databases, or between secondary and primary information sources 

(Standera,, 1987). Reference databases "serve as referral points to the information sought" and 

containn information about information, such as bibliographic databases. These databases help to 

findd information that is located elsewhere (e.g. an article in a journal or books on the shelf) with the 

helpp of meta-information or information about information. Meta-information can include title, author, 

corporatee source (e.g. publisher), journal source, year of publication, language, descriptors (key 

words)) or abstracts of the information. Source databases are themselves the information source. 

Thee information in source databases can be numeric (such as stock exchange rates and statistics), 

full-textt (such as law cases, encyclopedic references, newspaper and magazine articles or news 

updates)) or combinations of both (descriptions of companies, who's who guides, etc.). Source 

informationn is not limited to words or figures but can also include audio, video, graphics 

(multimedia).. Source databases can be further categorized in retrospective (a-synchronous) and 

real-timee information services. The first refers to services in which relative static and time-

insensitivee information is stored for a long period of time and which is primarily used for analysis. 

Thee latter concerns services with immediate access to continually changing information (such as 

stockk rates on financial markets or news flashes). Another time-related distinction concerns the 

differencee between current awareness databases (informing about present developments) and 

archivall databases (containing information of the past). Major subject areas are STM (scientific, 

technologicall and medical information), legal information, financial-economic data, and general 

newss (Sieverts et al„ 1994). Naturally, electronic information services can contain information about 

alll the different environmental segments as outlined in the former chapter. 
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Inn the historic development of electronic information services a transition is observable from 

individuall reference databases to combined source databases (Standera, 1987). The following 

typess of services can be distinguished: 

 Library catalogs - to search bibliographic reco rds representing the holdings of one or more 

libraries.. These catalogs are offered through online services such as public access 

catalogss from universities and offline with cd-roms like LISA (for library and information 

science),, Econlit (for economics) and PAIS (public affairs). 

 Individual subscription-based source databases. Some of them are online and real-time, 

suchh as Reuters, Dow Jones and Bloomberg. Others are online and provide retrospective 

databases,, such as Dun & Bradstreet (especially credit ratings of companies), KvK Online 

(businesss data from the Chambers of Commerce) and Het Financieele Dagblad Online 

(thee Dutch equivalent of the Wail Street Journal or the Financial Times). And again, some 

off these source databases are stored on cd-rom, like ABI/lnfomn (business journals), 

Delwell (Chamber of Commerce data together with company year reports), or Wolters 

Kluwenss Business Library or Fiscal Library. 

 Aggregated subscription-based online databases. In individual commercial services, the 

userr must have a personal subscription to a specific database. Users who want to consult 

differentt databases often have to have different subscriptions and passwords, etc. etc. To 

solvee this problem several host organizations have emerged where the user only 

subscribess once and then gets access to many different databases, employing one 

interfacee language. Videotex was an early example of such a system. Other examples are 

Lexis/Nexis,, FT Profile, Dialog (and Profound), Science Direct (from Reed Elsevier), De 

Nederlandsee Pers Databank (the Dutch Press Database), and the entry portals of internet 

contentt providers, such as America Online. 

Manyy of the above mentioned information services use the internet to distribute information to the 

users.. The internet and especially the World Wide Web have initiated many new developments in 

electronicc publishing in all stages of the information chain. The internet especially has blurred the 

boundariess between the various forms of information flows (combining consultation, conversation, 

allocutionn and registration in one channel) and has blurred the distinction between source and 

referencee databases - source databases are often directly linked to reference databases (such as 

searchh engines). Furthermore, the internet allows for a seamless technological integration between 

thee internal organization and the outside world (via Intranets and extranets) and is a catalyst for 

manyy technological development that increase the accessibility of electronic information services 

throughoutt the information value chain. Before we discuss the concept of accessibility and its rather 

paradoxicall relationship with interactivity, we will first introduce some of the essential characteristics 

off the internet for electronic publishing, with a special focus on the World Wide Web. 
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3.3.. The World Wide Web on the internet 

Thee internet is a mechanism for connecting various local area networks (LAN's) into one big 

networkk and providing access for individuals to these networks (Krol, 1995, p. 14). Through special 

communicationn and technology standards, any computer can communicate with virtually any other 

computerr linked to the internet using ordinary telephone lines or any other form of 

telecommunicationn connection (Laudon & Laudon, 2002). One of the most interesting portions of 

thee internet - in light of our research project - is the World Wide Web (WWW). The organization of 

thee World Wide Web - if there is any - can best be described as a form of distributed database 

management: : 

InformationInformation content can reside on one computer while other types of value added features 

facilitatingfacilitating access can reside on another computer. Alternatively, information content on 

oneone agency's computer [or of a publisher, JN] may be combined with information content 

onon another agency's computer [or any other publisher, JN] (Perritt, 1994). 

Distributedd database management comprises two elements: 

 Different databases can be developed by different providers and physically located 

anywheree in the world, but virtually connected through hyperlinks and - to put it simply -

justt a click away. This means that the distinction between reference and source databases 

iss blurring. Reference databases can guide you directly to the source by including the 

hyperlinkk to the source in the database 

 A client-server model in which information is stored on one computer (the server) while the 

interfacee to that information is stored on another computer (the client). This means that 

userss can work with one interface (the Web browser) to access many different kinds of 

informationn services. 

Distributedd database management allows many to independently provide information on the Web 

andd link this information to information sources of other providers. 

Thee internet can simply be used by electronic publishers and other providers as another distribution 

mechanismm for delivering information services to end-users. Its significance, however, is much 

broader.. Internet has proven to be a fruitful breeding ground for various technological innovations in 

alll stages of the information value chain and can thus lead to major changes in which electronic 

informationn services present themselves to the users, especially to increase both interactivity and 

accessibility.. Before we look at some of these developments in more depth, we will first discuss the 

conceptt of accessibility and its rather paradoxical relationship with interactivity. 
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3.4.. Accesstoility and interactivity 

Peoplee can get overwhelmed by the enormous supply of electronic information that distributed 

databasee management environments can provide. The consequence may be that users have the 

feelingg that they are looking for a needle in a haystack and that they have to put too much effort in 

gatheringg the right information. Or they may have the feeling that they get too much information, 

whichh causes them to put too much effort in processing and interpretingg the information. Users thus 

needd the skills, knowledge and means to gather and process electronic information. As McClure 

(1993)) has stated: 

InIn the past, it has been extremely difficult for individuals to publish their ideas or make them 

widelywidely available to a large audience. In the future, the problem will be the reverse (...). The 

networknetwork has made it easy to produce and send information: the problem is to to get people to 

readread or review the information service or product sent to them (p. 164). 

Accessibilityy of electronic information services refers both to the ability of the user to overcome 

certainn barriers of information retrieval and use, as well as the ability of the information service 

providerr to lower these barriers. The ability of the user to overcome certain barriers in the use of 

electronicc information services is best described in the term information literacy, that is: "the ability 

too locate, process and use information effectively, regardless of delivery mechanisms and the type 

off format in which the information appears" (McClure, 1993, p. 154). 

Thee most direct way to improve the accessibility of an information service is thus to improve the 

abilitiess of the user (by education, for example). However, electronic publishers can do more to 

increasee accessibility by trying to lower the encountered barriers for users. Form a supply-side 

perspective,, accessibility thus refers to the degree in which an information service enables a user to 

acquiree information with as little barriers as possible. In research conducted for the Rathenau 

Institutee (Bouwman, Nouwens, Slootman & Baayens, 1996), we distinguished four barriers of 

accessibility: : 

 Physical accessibility; the actual public availability of information. 

 Financial accessibility, or the resources needed to buy and maintain necessary equipment 

andd to pay fees for the use of information. The provider of electronic information can 

influencee the financial accessibility by controlling internal expenditures, efficient 

management,, and by pricing policies and revenue models (subscriptions and/or 

advertising) ) 

 Technical accessibility, or the skills needed to deal with information and communication 

technologies.. The provider can influence the necessity of these skills in the development of 

thee databases, the choice of the distribution means, the provision of user support, and in 

makingg the databases suitable for different access methods (through different kinds of 
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peripherall equipment such as the telephone, television and personal computer, and 

allowingg the integration of external information services within internal, proprietary 

networkss and/or PC-software). 

 Cognitive accessibility, the knowledge needed to interpret and use the retrieved 

information.. The supplier can influence cognitive accessibility in the design of the dialog-

interface,, the layout and the readability of information, user support, and presenting the 

informationn within a meaningful context. 

Thesee dimensions show the broad scope of control that suppliers have in improving the 

accessibilityy of electronic information services. In general, the more the different links of the value 

chainn are supported by the information service providers, the more accessible the information can 

be.. If a unit of information is only publicly available (with no active dissemination role of anyone), it 

willl be difficult to get it. If it is packaged in a document and sent to depository libraries, it will be 

somewhatt easier. If the information is even sent to one's office and is supplied in such a form that it 

iss easily incorporated in the tasks of the user, it will be even more convenient. 

Traditionally,, there has been a rather paradoxical relationship between accessibility and 

interactivity.. Accessibility presumes as little effort as possible in using information, while interactivity 

assumess that more efforts will lead to more choice and thus more satisfaction with the use of 

interactivee services (compared to traditional media). Traditional information value chains result in 

end-productss such as a printed book or a television program, in which the user has (almost) no 

controll over the content or the ways in which this content is being used. The accessibility of a book 

iss high, but the freedom of choice is low. Traditionally, the more an information provider pre-

arrangess the different stages of the information value chain, the less influence the user had on the 

finall product. With information and communication technology users are invited to consult various 

databases,, to actively look for information that fits their needs, without losing the support of the 

informationn service provider in every step of the way. The efforts of the user can move away from 

consumingg pre-packaged information products, towards a more individual selection of information 

fromm a large pool of sources and a more individual processing of this selected information (see also 

figuree 3.2). 

Interactivee technologies do not relieve information providers from the task to support the users in 

thee various stages of the information value chain. With information and communication 

technologies,, a provider can support these different parts of the information chain (and lower the 

barrierss of accessibility) without limiting the control that the user has in dealing with this information. 

Bothh accessibility and choice can be enhanced. Publishers can make the interactive possibilities of 

ICTT as accessible as possible. We will discuss in the remaining parts of this chapter various 

developmentt that have increased accessibility. In packaging, distributed database management 

hass blurred the distinction between source and reference databases. Also, reference databases 

havee become more or less intelligent agents. In distribution, we see an integration of the various 
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informationn flows as distinguished in table 3.2., especially combining consultation with 

allocution/alertingg technologies and conversation/e-mail communications. In support of use, we will 

highlightt the possibilities for a technical integration between internal networks and the outside world 

throughh the use of an Intranet (in the internal organization) and the emergence of online 

communitiess or extranets (in the outside world),. 

3.5.. Packaging: blurring the distinction between source and reference 

Thee internet has allowed many to independently provide information on the Web and link this 

informationn to websites of others. Not only traditional electronic publishers can provide information 

onn the World Wide Web. Hoffman, Novak & Chatterjee (1995) distinguish three different source 

webb sites (that can be integrated in one website, but that are distinguished for their functional 

purposes): : 

 E-commerce (online storefront). 'These Web sites offer direct sales through an electronic 

channell via an electronic catalog or other, more innovative format". 

 Corporate communications or internet presence sites that "provide a virtual presence for a 

firmm and its offerings". Different types of internet presence sites exist, according to the 

authors,, such as single page electronic fliers, sites that create an image of a product for 

emotionall consumer appeal and information sites that "provide detailed, rational 

informationn about the firm and/or its offerings". 

 Content sites of new and traditional publishers. Again, three different types are 

distinguished,, such as fee-based content sites in which the provider supplies content and 

consumerss pay for access, such as Science Direct, Wall Street Journal Interactive, 

sponsoredd content sites who sell advertising space to generate revenues for publishers, 

suchh as the web sites of CNN, and searchable databases & directories with an organized 

listingg of subjects and/or organizations. 

Nott only the content sites are relevant to our research project. Corporate web-sites with company 

profiles,, product information, white papers, etc. are also potential sources of information for people 

whoo are scanning the external environment. 

Besidess these source websites, reference websites are critical to locate information on the Web. 

Thee principal methods of locating information on the Web are directories of classified and 

categorizedd web sites (such as Yahoo or Startpagina.nl) and search engines (such as Google or 

Lycos).. The directories make a selection of websites (based on human judgement) and categorize 

themm on topics (sometimes website owner can buy a top of list position in a category). Search 

enginess search web pages automatically. They contain software that looks for web pages that 

containn the search terms that users have entered. Search engines do no display information about 

everyy site, but create indexes of the web pages they visit and only search through these indexes. 
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Webb page owners can register their URL's at search engine sites (to be incorporated in the 

indexes)) or can include various key words in the header information of a web site, in order for 

softwaree agents to find their site. 

Thee internet has blurred the boundaries between reference and source databases, because source 

databasess are directly linked to the search results of the search engines and directories. 

Furthermore,, we have seen the emergence of web portals that are a true combination of reference 

andd source. Portals provide users an initial point of entry to the Web, along with specialized content 

andd other services. Portals help users to locate information on the Web and can direct them 

towardss sources of information, but they also provide specific content that is interesting for its target 

group.. One can distinguish horizontal portals and vertical portals. Horizontal portals give a general 

overvieww of interesting sources on the internet, such as the homepages of internet access 

providerss (e.g. Planet internet). They often provide general interest content such as news, sports, 

weather,, directories, etc. Vertical portals focus on a specific interest topic or a specific target group, 

suchh as a portal for the legal professional or pregnant women. 

3.6.. Distribution: combining consultationwith allocution (alerting services) 

Searchh engines require users to formulate a search question and then pull the information from the 

Web.. With alerting technologies users give their information preferences once and agents then 

deliverr information whenever new information within the user preferences is published. Users do 

alsoo not have to repeat search queries for different information sources. Information filtering agents 

filterr content from different information sources and present it to the user. This does not only save 

thee use of a lot of network bandwidth, but it also relieves the user from various time-wasting 

retrievall actions. Users define their interests in keywords or include subject areas or information 

"channels"" in their personal information profile. In the more refined adaptive filtering, an agent 

refiness the keywords on the basis of prior experiences and appreciation of articles. Filtering agents 

cann reside on a web server or on the user's desktop. If the latter is the case, an information filtering 

agentt delivers personalized information in a locally viewable format without requiring a direct 

internett connection. 

Thee filtered information can be displayed in different forms, such as a Screensaver, an e-mail 

message,, a news ticker, pop-up windows or an updated Web page. Hagel & Singer (1999) 

introducedd the concept of an infomediary, which among other things, first builds profiles of user 

preferences,, interests and habits (based on what users do during their online sessions), and then 

u s ee these profiles for filtering services (filtering out unwanted information) and agent services 

(helpingg consumers to search). 

Traditionall alerting technologies are based on check-box personalization, in which web sites use 

explicitt data gained when visitors fill out registration forms, including their interests in certain topics. 

Moree advanced alerting technologies are based on analytical software for personalization. Many 
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websitess use clickstream tracking tools to collect data on website visitors and customers. These 

toolss record the site users last visited before entering the site and the site where they go to after 

leavingg the site. They record the specific pages visited on a site, the time spent, the types of pages 

visited,, etc. etc. Based on these customer tracking tools, web site owners can personalize the web 

sitess to display content, ads or adjust the look & feel of a site based on the characteristics of a 

specificc user. Collaborative filtering software compares one user's behavior with data about other 

customerss with similar interests or search activities. The software then makes recommendations to 

userss based on their similarity with other visitors ("others who were interested in this piece of 

information,, also used these pieces..."). 

3.7.. Distribution: combining consultation with conversation (communication) 

Ass we have seen in the beginning of this chapter, various sources of information for environmental 

scanningg are available. Electronic information services are one that can be especially helpful in 

gettingg information from the outside in. But this means these services can only do half the trick. The 

naturee of boundary spanning - using both external and internal contacts - requires both the 

acquisitionn and diffusion of knowledge. Recent developments in electronic information services 

alloww the combination of both acquisition and diffusion, both in interaction with the outside world as 

welll as within the organization. Electronic information services can thus be used in seamless 

combinationn with other sources of information, such as e-mail, messaging, chats, news groups or 

FTPP (file transfer protocol). Especially e-mail can be relevant for our research project because 

manyy mailing lists exist that send information to a large group of users. Some mailing lists can be 

consideredd electronic newsletters (in which a central institution provides content to a group of 

subscribers)) and others are more like bulletin board systems in which subscribers can add content. 

Differentt information flows are thus integrated on the internet. Consultation services are integrated 

withh conversation services, as in bulletin boards, news groups and mailing lists. Furthermore, 

alertingg technologies show us that consultation services are combined with services of selective 

allocutionn based on a registration of user behavior. The Web is useful for the distribution of 

information,, both for consulting various electronic information services, conversing with personal 

informationn sources, and allocuting information to selective niche audiences. 

Registration n 

Conversation n 

Tablee 3.3. Combining information flows 

Allocution n 

Consultation n 
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3.8.. Support of use: the internal integration of networks (Intranets) 

Thee Web does not only blur the boundaries between the various information flows Web technology 

alsoo provides organizations with the opportunity to blur the boundaries between external and 

internall sources of information, combining acquisition (outside in) and sharing (inside in). 

Intranetss use common internet protocols in conjunction with internal business applications to easily 

communicate,, distribute information and facilitate project collaboration across the entire enterprise 

whilee keeping unauthorized users out. In fact, Intranets allow on a private network of an 

organizationn the same functionalities as the internet has in the outside world. Upton & McAfee 

(1996)) distinguish three different forms of functionality. In ascending order of complexity, these 

include: : 

•• simple data transmission (sending packets of information from one place to another, such 

ass e-mail or videoconferencing), 

•• data access (to permit members of the network to share common pools of information -

internall and external - some of which must allow some users to add or change the 

information), , 

•• access to applications (the capability that allows all authorized people to access and utilize 

applicationss on any given computer, eithe r local or distant). 

Intranetss fit into the more general transition from centralized mainframes to integrated desktop 

automation,, where individuals use a personal interface (e.g. a browser) to get into an intermediary 

layerr of the general infrastructure through which one can get access to various communal 

databases,, applications and communication networks (Bemelmans, 1994). Intranets can provide 

thiss kind of functionality, because of the open internet standards that make it relatively easy for 

userss to share information regardless of differences in individual systems, using even similar 

interfaces.. They also make it possible for members of the network to use one another's computing 

powerr and they permit users to choose the communication channels that they think are best suited. 

Intranetss offer a seemingly fluent integration between the internal network and the outside world (or 

moree specific, the internet). For users, homepages on the Intranet look the same as homepages on 

thee internet and both are accessed through the same interface. Members of the Intranet can 

accesss the internet for external e-mail and retrieval of information. Furthermore, the organization 

can,, through the Intranet, publish information on the internet for everyone to see (for purposes of 

externall presence, outbound marketing, product information/catalogs and order placement). 

Electronicc information services are thus becoming an integral part of what is generally phrased 

"computer-mediatedd communication". "Computer mediated communication systems bring together 

capabilitiess of both computers and telecommunication networks to facilitate the input, structuring, 

processing,, retrieval and exchange of content" (Rice, 1990; 627/8). Intranets are sometimes 
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extendedd to Extranets to which authorized external users have access for purposes of order 

trackingg and fulfillment, customer support and transactions (see figure 3.6). 

Thee internal network can be shielded off from the external network (the internet). Not everybody on 

thee internet can access the Intranet of an organization (or mostly, hardly anybody on the internet 

cann access the Intranet) and vice versa. Just as gatekeepers and boundary spanners structure the 

interactionn between the organization and its external environment, so do gateways, firewalls and 

serverss structure the interaction between internal and external networks. Organizations need to 

securee their networks to be certain that access to the Intranet sources is only granted to those who 

aree allowed to. To protect the internal network from unauthorized access to databases and data 

transferss (both from within and outside the organization) firewalls are often used. A firewall is a 

computerr system that shields the internal network from the external network, and that screens and 

filterss the traffic between the internal and the external. Furthermore, it can grant or deny access to 

outsidee users who want to log in. One can also use various cryptograp hie techniques to protect the 

privacyy and confidentiality of all data transfers that are executed between an Intranet and the 

internet. . 

Figuree 3.6. The integration of internal and external networks 
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3.9.. Support of use: the external integration of networks 

(communrties/extranets) ) 

Thee combination of different functionalities and the integration of internal and external networks are 

leadingg to so-called on-line communities. Online communities allow for social, interpersonal 

communicationn on the internet. Communities can roughly be defined as a group of people having 

somethingg in common and who create a sense of shared identity by meeting each other more or 

lesss regularly (Peters, 1997). Traditional communities are geographically bound and are thus 

communitiess of residence or shared locality. When people come together because of their race, 

religion,, profession, or because of their leisure activities, they form a community of interests. Finally, 

onee can have the feeling of being part of a community because of a strong sense of attachment, a 

feelingg of shared identity (see also: Armstrong & Hagel, 1996). 

Onlinee communities are especially interesting because they allow users not only to select content 

butt also to add content - both for undifferentiated audiences as well as for interpersonal 

communicationn - and thus make full use of the possibilities of interactivity. Electronic publishers are 

oftenn the "natural owners" of an online community, because often they already cater to a 

communityy of interest, but they can also join already existing community owners such as industry 

organizations: : 

InIn online electronic publishing, new concepts of readership communities based on 

interests,interests, needs and lifestyles are emerging and audiences are defining themselves as 

membersmembers of a group of individuals with similar interests who can interact online. However, 

thisthis growing sense of online community is frustrated by the inability to easily find related 

content,content, services and other users. Community services fulfill the needs of such groups by 

integratingintegrating content, communication and commerce services. (European Commission, 

1996). . 

Partt of the value of online communities are its portal functionalities.. Customers can go to one 

centrall place and get information from various sources. Information services are not organized by 

publishingg company, but organized around information needs of customers. Because the internet 

allowss distributed database management, it is fairly easy to provide one access point (e.g. a web

site)) for different information services, all of which may seem physically grouped together, but in 

factt are located (and developed and maintained) at different parts of the world. Furthermore these 

onlinee communities do not only grant users the possibility to consult electronic information services, 

butt also the opportunity to communicate with representatives of the providers of these services (like 

journalists,, experts, etc.) or to communicate with any other member of the online community. 

Publisherss that create these communities and that "satisfy both relational and transactional needs 

willl reap the benefits of greater customer loyalty and may gain important insight into the nature and 

needss of their customer base" (Armstrong & Hagel, 1996). 
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3.10.. Conclusion 

Electronicc information services can profit from recent developments in information and 

communicationn technology to become a useful tod for environmental scanning and knowledge 

management:: electronic information services do not necessarily have to be only suited for 

comprehensivee and selective searching but are increasingly used for viewing and browsing. Users 

cann surf the internet for casual viewing. They can check alerting channels for conditioned viewing, 

theyy can search a specific database for selective searching and they can use various search 

enginess and virtual communities for a comprehensive search. Furthermore, electronic information 

servicess do no longer form rather isolated islands of information within organizations, but are 

becomingg increasingly integrated within internal networks and online communities; providing the 

opportunityy to both acquire and share external information. 

Thee emergence of internet and especially the World Wide Web has initiated many new 

developmentss in the field of electronic publishing in all stages of the information value chain . In the 

creationn and production of information, new providers have entered the market. Not only services of 

traditionall publishers are relevant but so are for example the many company presence sites, 

internett has blurred the difference between reference databases and source databases, as well as 

thee difference between individual and aggregated databases, because the actual physical location 

off a database is becoming less relevant. In the packaging of information, web browsers have set a 

neww standard for graphical user interfaces. Because the internet is a general platform for both 

informationn and communication, it has blurred some of the distinctions in information flow or 

distribution.. Information services have added allocution and conversation flows (such as alerting 

technologiess and mailing lists) to help users in getting thee information they want. Finally, the internet 

hass facilitated the use of information by the integration of external information services with each 

otherr and with internal networks of organizations. They can use the same interface to use both 

internall and external sources, and to use various external sources. 

Thesee technological developments have provided many opportunities for publishers and users but 

itt has proven difficult to create a successful business model with these internet technologies. 

Electronicc publishers have proven to be conservative adopters of these new technologies. In our 

researchh we therefore focus on the more traditional electronic information services, because they 

representt by far the largest part of publisher's revenues, but we will take into account some of the 

newerr functionalities of these services as they are provided and used within the organizations we 

havee studied. We will also investigate whether providers of electronic information services perceive 

thesee developments as opportunities for stimulating the use of electronic information services within 

processess of environmental scanning. 
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